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Abstract
Learning to encode differences in the geometry and (topological) structure of the shapes of ordinary objects is key
to generating semantically plausible variations of a given
shape, transferring edits from one shape to another, and
many other applications in 3D content creation. The common approach of encoding shapes as points in a highdimensional latent feature space suggests treating shape
differences as vectors in that space. Instead, we treat shape
differences as primary objects in their own right and propose
to encode them in their own latent space. In a setting where
the shapes themselves are encoded in terms of fine-grained
part hierarchies, we demonstrate that a separate encoding
of shape deltas or differences provides a principled way to
deal with inhomogeneities in the shape space due to different combinatorial part structures, while also allowing for
compactness in the representation, as well as edit abstraction and transfer. Our approach is based on a conditional
variational autoencoder for encoding and decoding shape
deltas, conditioned on a source shape. We demonstrate the
effectiveness and robustness of our approach in multiple
shape modification and generation tasks, and provide comparison and ablation studies on the PartNet dataset, one of
the largest publicly available 3D datasets.

1. Introduction
The shapes of 3D objects exhibit remarkable diversity,
both in their compositional structure in terms of parts, as
well as in the geometries of the parts themselves. Yet humans are remarkably skilled at imagining meaningful shape
variations even from isolated object instances. For example,
having seen a new chair, we can easily imagine its natural
variations with a different height back, a wider seat, with
or without armrests, or with a different base. In this paper,
we investigate how to learn such shape variations directly
from 3D data. Specifically, given a shape collection, we are
interested in two sub-problems: first, for any given shape,
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Figure 1. Edit generation and transfer with StructEdit. We
present StructEdit, a method that learns a distribution of shape
differences between structured objects that can be used to generate
a large variety of edits (first row); and accurately transfer edits
between different objects and across different modalities (second
row). Edits can be both geometric and topological.

we want to discover the main modes of edits, which can
be inferred directly from the shape collection; and second,
given an example edit on one shape, we want to transfer the
edit to another shape in the collection, as a form of analogybased edit transfer. This ability is useful in multiple settings,
including the design of individual 3D models, the consistent
modification of 3D model families, and the fitting of CAD
models to noisy and incomplete 3D scans.
There are several challenges in capturing the space of
shape variations. First, individual shapes can have different
representations as images, point clouds, or surface meshes;
second, one needs a unified setting for representing both
continuous deformations as well as structural changes (e.g.,
the addition or removal of parts); third, shape edits are not
directly expressed but are only implicitly contained in shape
collections; and finally, learning a space of structural variations that is applicable to more than a single shape amounts
to learning mappings between different shape edit distributions, since different shapes have different types and numbers
of parts (e.g., tables with/without leg bars).
In much of the extant literature on 3D machine learning,

3D shapes are mapped to points in a representation space
whose coordinates encode latent features of each shape. In
such a representation, shape edits are encoded as vectors
in that same space – in other words as differences between
points representing shapes. Equivalently, we can think of
shapes as “anchored” vectors rooted at the origin, while
shape differences are “floating” vectors that can be transported around in the shape space. This type of vector space
arithmetic is commonly used [42, 1, 38, 14, 44, 37], for example, in performing analogies, where the vector that is the
difference of latent point A from point B is added to point
C to produce the analogous point D. The challenge with
this view in our setting is that while Euclidean spaces are
perfectly homogeneous and vectors can be easily transported
and added to points anywhere, shape spaces are far less so.
While for continuous variations the vector space model has
some plausibility, this is clearly not so for structural variations: the “add arms” vector does not make sense for a point
representing a chair that already has arms.
We take a different approach. We consider embedding
shape differences or deltas directly in their own latent space,
separate from the general shape embedding space. Encoding
and decoding such shape differences is always done through
a variational autoencoder (VAE), in the context of a given
source shape, itself encoded through a part hierarchy. This
has a number of key advantages: (i) allows compact encodings of shape deltas, since in general we aim to describe
local variations; (ii) encourages the network to abstract commonalities in shape variations across the shape space; and
(iii) adapts the edits to the provided source shape, suppressing the modes that are semantically implausible.
We have extensively evaluated StructEdit on publicly
available shape data sets. We introduce a new synthetic
dataset with ground truth shape edits to quantitatively evaluate our method and compare against baseline alternatives. We then provide evaluation results on the PartNet
dataset [26] and provide ablation studies. Finally, we demonstrate that extensions of our method allow handling of both
images and point clouds as shape sources, can predict plausible edit modes from single shape examples, and can also
transfer example shape edits on one shape to other shapes in
the collection (see Figure 1).

2. Related Work
3D deep generative models have attracted an increasing
amount of research efforts recently. Different from 2D
images, 3D shapes can be expressed as volumetric representations [42, 15, 47, 9, 17], oct-trees [34, 39], point
clouds [11, 1, 22, 36, 48, 31], multi-view depth maps [2],
or surface meshes [32, 16, 18]. Beyond low level shape
representations, object structure can be modeled along with
geometry [27, 38, 35] to focus on the part decomposition
of objects or hierarchical structures across object families

during the generation process [43, 23, 25]. Similar to StructureNet [25], we utilize the hierarchical part structure of
3D shapes as defined in PartNet [26]. However, our generative model directly encodes structural deltas instead of
the shapes which, as we demonstrate, is more suitable for
significant shape modifications and edit transfers.
Structure-aware 3D shape editing is a long-standing research topic in shape analysis and manipulation. Early
works [20, 46] analyzed individual input shapes for structural constraints by leveraging local but adaptive deformation
to adjust shape edits according to its content. Global constraints were subsequently used in the form of parallelism,
orthogonality [13], or high-level symmetry and topological
variations [41, 6]. However, analyzing shapes in isolation
can lead to spuriously detected structural constraints and cannot easily be generalized to handle large number of shapes.
Hence, followup works [28, 12, 50] analyze a family of 3D
shapes to decipher the shared underlying geometric principles. Recently, utilizing deep neural networks, Yumer and
Mitra [51] learn how to generate deformation flows guided
by some high-level intentions through 3D volumetric convolutions, while free-form deformation is learned [21, 19] to
capture how shapes tend to deform within a category, or predict 3D mesh deformation [40] conditioned on an input target
image, with high-level deformation priors encoded through
networks. However, by preserving input shape topology,
these works greatly limit the possible edit space. Instead,
we develop a deep neural network to capture the common
structural variations within shape collections, and enable
versatile edits with both geometric and topological changes.
Shape deformation transfer aims at transferring deformation imposed to a source shape onto a target shape. This
requires to address how to represent shape edits, and how to
connect the source and target pairs so that the edit are transferable. Early works used deformation flow or piecewise
affine transformation to represent shape edits with explicit
correspondence information [33], or via functional spaces
to represent shape differences [10, 30]. Correspondence is
established either pointwise [33, 49, 52, 24], or shapes are
associated using higher-level abstractions like cages [5, 8],
patches [3], or parts [45]. Recent efforts adapt neural representations for shapes via latent vector spaces, and then
generate codes for shape edits by directly taking differences
between latent shape representations. They either represent
the source and target shapes in the same latent space and
directly transfer the edit code [42, 1, 38], or learn to transform the edit code from source shape domain to target shape
domain [14]. Shape edit transfer is also related to motion retargeting [44, 37] where the shape deformations are usually
restricted to topology-preserving changes. In contrast, we
directly encode shape deltas, leading to more consistent edit
transfers, even with significant topological changes.

3. Method
Shape differences, or deltas ∆Sij , are defined as a description of the transformation of a source shape Si into a
target shape Sj . Our goal is to learn a generative model
of the conditional distribution p(∆Sij |Si ) that accurately
captures all ∆Sij in the dataset, and has a high degree of
consistency between the conditional distributions of different
source shapes (see Figure 5).

3.1. Representing Shapes
We represent a shape as a hierarchical assembly of parts
that captures both the geometry and the structure of a shape.
The part assembly is modeled as an n-ary tree S := (P, H),
consisting of a set of parts P := (P1 , P2 , . . . ) that describe
the geometry of the shape, and a set of edges H that describes
the structure of the shape. See Figure 2 (left), for an example.
Each part is represented by an oriented bounding box P :=
(c, q, r, τ ), where c is the center, q a quaternion defining its
orientation, r the extent of the box along each axis, and τ
is the semantics of the part, chosen from a pre-defined set
of categories. These parts form a hierarchy that is modeled
by the edges H of an n-ary tree. Starting at the root node
that consists of a bounding box for the entire shape, parts are
recursively divided into their constituent parts, with edges
connecting parents to child parts. A chair, for example, is
divided into a backrest, a seat, and a base, which are then, in
turn, divided into their constituent parts until reaching the
smallest parts at the leaves.

3.2. Representing Shape Deltas
Given a source shape Si and a target shape Sj , we first
find corresponding parts in both shapes, based on parameters,
semantics, and hierarchy. We find the part-level transformation assignment M ⊂ P × P0 among the parts P ∈ Si and
P0 ∈ Sj starting at the children of the root parts, and then recursively match children of the matched parts, until reaching
the leaves. We only match pairs with the same semantics,
using a linear assignment based on the distance between the
part bounding boxes. As a measure of similarity between
two parts, we cannot directly use the distance between their
box parameters, as multiple parameter sets describe the same
bounding box. Instead, we measure the distance between
point clouds sampled on the bounding boxes:
δbox (Pk , Pl ) = δch (X(Pk ), X(Pl )),

(1)

where X is a function that samples a bounding box with a set
of points. We use the Chamfer distance [4, 11] to measure
the distance between two point clouds.
Given the assignment M, the shape delta ∆S :=
(∆P, P− , P+ , H+ ) consists of three sets of components:
a set of part deltas ∆P = {∆P1 , ∆P2 , . . . } that model geometric transformations from source parts to corresponding

target parts, a set of deleted parts P− , and a set of added
parts P+ . Additional edges H+ describe edges between
added parts and their parents. Note that the parents can also
be other added parts. Each part in the source shape can either
be associated with a part delta or be deleted (see Figure 2).
A part delta ∆P = (∆c, ∆q, ∆r) defines the parameter
differences between a source part and the corresponding
target part. Deleted parts P− are the source parts that are
not assigned to any target part. Added parts P+ along with
their structure H+ form zero, one, or multiple sub-trees that
extend the n-ary tree of the source shape. Note that edges H
that are not adjacent to an added part are not stored in the
shape delta but inferred from the source shape.
Applying a shape delta to a source shapes, an operation
we denote as Si + ∆Sij , gives us the target shape Sj :
Sj := Si + ∆Sij =
({P + ∆P | P ∈ P \ P− } ∪ P+ , (H \ H− ) ∪ H+ ),

(2)

where P + ∆P = (c + ∆c, ∆q ∗ q, r + ∆r, τ ) is a modified part, and H− is the set of edges that is adjacent to any
removed part. Note that our shape delta representation encodes both structural and geometric differences between the
two shapes involved and represents a minimal program for
transforming the source shape to the target shape.

3.3. Conditional Shape Delta VAE
We train a conditional variational autoencoder (cVAE)
consisting of an encoder e that encodes a shape delta into a
latent code z := e(Si , ∆Sij ), and a decoder d, that decodes
a latent code back into a shape delta ∆Sij := d(Si , z). Both
the encoder and decoder are conditioned on Si . Providing
access to the source shape encourages the cVAE to learn a
distribution of deltas conditional on the source shape. Both
the encoder e and decoder d make use of a shape encoder
zs := f (Si ) to generate zs and intermediate features of
source shape Si .
The encoders and decoders are specialized networks that
operate on trees of parts or shape delta components, and are
applied recursively on the respective trees. We set the dimensionality of the latent code z and all intermediate feature
vectors computed by the encoders and decoders to 256.
Source Shape Encoder. The encoder computes two feature vectors for each part in a source shape, respectively
encoding information about the part and its subtree.
The box features vkbox are computed for the geometry of
each part of the source shape using the encoder fbox :
vkbox := fbox ([ck , qk , rk ]),

(3)

where [ck , qk , rk ] denotes the concatenation of the box parameters of Part Pk . The subtree features vktree at each part
are computed with a recursive encoder. For the leaf parts,
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Figure 2. Shape deltas and the conditional shape delta VAE. On the left, we show a source shape and a modified shape. Both are
represented as hierarchical assemblies of individual parts, where each part is defined by a bounding box and a semantic category (see colors).
The shape delta describes the transformation of the source into the modified shape with three types of components: part deltas, deleted
parts, and added parts. We learn a distribution of these deltas, conditioned on the source shape, using the conditional VAE illustrated on the
right side. Shape deltas are encoded and decoded recursively, following their tree structure, yielding one feature per subtree (red circles).
Conditioning on the source shape is implemented by recursively encoding the source shape, and feeding the resulting subtree features
(orange circles) to the corresponding parts of the encoder and decoder.

we define vktree = vkbox . For non-leaf parts, we recursively
pool their child features with encoder ftree :
vktree := ftree ({[vltree , τl ]}Pl ∈Ck ),

(4)

where Ck is the set of child parts, τ is the semantic label of
a part, and the square brackets denote concatenation. The
encoder ftree uses a small PointNet [29] with max-pooling
as symmetric operation. The PointNet architecture can encode an arbitrary number of children and ensures that ftree is
invariant to the ordering of the child parts. See the Supplementary for architecture details.
Shape Delta Encoder. The shape delta encoder computes
a feature yi for each component in sets ∆P, P− , P+ of the
shape delta ∆Sij . Each feature describes the component and
its sub-tree. The feature of the root component is used as
latent vector z for the shape delta. We encode a shape delta
recursively, following the tree structure of the source shape
extended by the added parts. Components in the set of part
additions P+ and their edges H+ are encoded analogous to
the source shape encoder:
yk := ftree ({[yl , τl ]}Pl ∈C+ ),
k

(5)

where C+
k are child parts of Pk that include newly added
parts, and yk = fbox (Pk ) for added parts that are leaves.
Part deltas ∆P and deletions P− modify existing parts
of the source shape. For components in both of these sets,
we encode information about the part delta and the corresponding source part side-by-side, using the encoder cpart :
yk := cpart ([yk∆box , yktree , ρk , vkbox , τk ]),

(6)

where ρ is a one-hot encoding of the shape delta component type (delta or deletion), and y ∆box = c∆box (∆P ) is
a feature describing the part delta. For deleted parts, we

set y ∆box to zero. vkbox is the feature vector describing the
box geometry of the source part, defined in Eq. 3. Finally,
features of the child components are pooled by the encoder
ctree :
yktree = ctree ({yl }Pl ∈C+ ).
(7)
k

The encoder ctree is implemented as a small PointNet and
returns zeros for leaf nodes that do not have children.
Shape Delta Decoder. The shape delta decoder reconstructs a part delta ∆P or a deletion P − for each part of the
source shape, and recovers any added nodes P + and their
edges H + . The shape delta is decoded recursively, starting
at the root part of the source shape. We use two decoders to
compute the feature vectors; one decoder for part deltas and
deleted parts, and one for added parts.
For part deltas ∆P and deleted parts P− , the decoder
dtree computes xk from parent feature and source part:
xk := dtree ([z, xp , vkbox , vktree , τk ]),

(8)

where xp is the feature vector of the parent part, vkbox and
vktree are the features describing the source part and source
part subtree defined in Equations 3 and 4. We include the
latent code z of the shape delta in each decoder to provide
a more direct information pathway. We then classify the
feature xk into one of two types (delta or deletion), using the
classifier ρ0k = dtype (xk ). For part deltas, we reconstruct
the box difference parameters ∆Pk0 = (∆c0k , ∆qk0 , ∆rk0 ) =
d∆box (xk ) with the decoder d∆box . For deleted parts, no
further parameters need to be reconstructed.
Feature vectors for added parts P+ are computed by the
decoder dadd that takes as input the parent feature and outputs
a list of child features. This list has a fixed length n, but
we also predict an existence probability pk for each feature
in the list. Features with pk < 0.5 are discarded. In our

experiments we decode 10 features and probabilities per
parent. The decoder dadd is defined as
(xk1 , . . . , xkn , pk1 , . . . , pkn ) := dadd (xp ),

(9)

where xp is the parent feature, xki are the child features
with corresponding existence probabilities pki . We realize
the decoder as a single layer perceptron (SLP) that outputs
n concatenated features, followed by another SLP that is
applied to each of the n with shared parameters to obtain
the n features and probabilities. Once the feature xk for
an added part is computed, we reconstruct the added part
Pk0 = (c0k , qk0 , rk0 , τ 0 ) = dbox (xk ) with the decoder dbox .
We stop the recursion when the existence probability for
all child parts falls below 0.5. To improve robustness, we
additionally classify a part as leaf or non-leaf part, and do
not apply dadd to to the leaf nodes. We use two instances of
this decoder that do not share parameters, one for the added
parts that are children of part deltas, and one for added parts
that are children of other added parts.

3.4. Loss and Training
We train our cVAE with a dataset of (Si , ∆Sij ) pairs.
Each shape delta ∆Sij is an edit of the source shape Si that
yields a target shape Sj = Si + ∆Sij . Both source shapes
and target shapes are part of the same shape dataset. Shape
deltas represent local edits, so we can create shape deltas by
computing the difference between pairs of shapes in local
neighborhoods: {Sj − Si | Sj ∈ Ni }, where Ni denotes the
local neighborhood of shape Si (see Section 4).
We train the cVAE to minimize the reconstruction loss
between the input shape delta ∆Sij and the reconstructed
0
shape delta ∆Sij
= d(Si , e(Si , ∆Sij )):
0
Ltotal := E(Si ,∆Sij )∼p(Si ,∆Sij ) [L∆S (∆Sij , ∆Sij
)]
0
L∆S (∆Sij , ∆Sij
) = λL∆P + LP+ + Lρ + βLv . (10)

The reconstruction loss consists of four main terms, corresponding to the component types (∆P, P+ ), a classification
loss Lρ for the predicted components into one of the component types, and the variational regularization Lv . Since
we do not decode parameters for deleted parts P− , there is
no loss term for these components beyond the classification
loss. Empirically, we set (λ, β) := (10, 0.05).
The part delta loss L∆P measures the reconstruction
error of the bounding box delta:
X
0
L∆P (∆Sij , ∆Sij
) :=
δbox (Pk + ∆Pk , Pk + ∆Pk0 ),
∆Pk0 ∈∆P0

where δbox is the bounding box distance defined in Eq. 1.
Correspondences between the input part deltas ∆Pk and
reconstructed part deltas ∆Pk0 are known, since each part
delta corresponds to exactly one part of the source shape.

The classification loss Lρ is defined as the cross entropy
H between component type ρ and reconstructed type ρ0 :
X
Lρ (ρk , ρ0k ) :=
H(ρk , ρ0k ).
(11)
∆P0 ∪P0−

The added part loss LP+ measures the reconstruction
error for the added parts. Unlike part deltas and deleted
parts, added parts do not correspond to any part in the source
shape. Using the inferred assignment M ⊂ P+ × P0+ (see
Section 3.2) – matched parts share indices, and P0+
m denotes
the set of added parts in the reconstructed shape delta that
have a match – the loss LP+ is defined as:
X
X
0
LP+ (∆Sij , ∆Sij
) :=
Lm +
H(1P 0 ∈P0+
, pk ),
m
k

Pk0 ∈P0+
m

Pk0 ∈P0+

(12)
the first term defines the reconstruction loss for all matched
parts, while the second term defines the loss for the existence
probabilities pk of both matched and unmatched parts (see
Eq. 9). The indicator function 1 returns 1 for matched parts
and 0 for unmatched parts. The loss for matched parts Lm
measures box reconstruction error, the part semantics, and
the leaf/non-leaf classification of a part:
Lm (∆Sk , ∆Sk0 ) := µ δbox (Pk , Pk0 ) +

H(τk , τk0 ) + γH(1Pk ∈Pleaf , lk0 ),

(13)

where τk is the semantic label of part Pk , lk is the predicted
probability for part Pk to be a leaf part, and Pleaf is the set
of leaf parts. We set (µ, γ) to (20, 0.1).

4. Experiments
We evaluate our main claims with three types of experiments. To show that encoding shape deltas more accurately
captures the distribution of deltas p(∆Sij |Si ) compared to
encoding shapes, we perform reconstruction and generation
of modified shapes using our method, and compare to a stateof-the-art method for directly encoding shapes. To show that
encoding shape deltas gives us a distribution that is more
consistent between different source shapes, we perform edit
transfer and measure the consistency of the transferred edits.
Additionally, we show several applications. Ablation studies
are provided in the supplementary.
Shape Distance Measures. We use two distance measures
between two shapes. The geometric distance dgeo between
two shapes is defined as the Chamfer distance δch between
two point clouds of size 2048 sampled randomly on the
bounding boxes of each shape. The structural distance dst
is defined by first finding a matching M between the parts
of two shapes (Section 3.2), and then counting the total
number of unmatched parts in both shapes, normalized by
the number of parts in the first shape.

Datasets. We train and evaluate on datasets that contain
pairs of source shapes and shape deltas (Si , ∆Sij ). To create
these datasets, we start with a dataset of structured shapes
that we use as source shapes, and then take the difference to
neighboring shapes to create the deltas.
The first dataset we use for training and evaluation is the
PartNet dataset [26] generated from a subset of ShapeNet [7]
with annotated hierarchical decomposition of each object
into labelled parts (see Section 3.2). We train separately
on the categories chair, table, and furniture. There are 4871
chairs, 5099 tables, and 862 cabinets in total. We use the
official training and test splits as used in [25].
We define neighborhoods N as k-nearest neighbors, according to two different metrics:
g

• Geometric neighborhoods N based on the geometric
distance dgeo contain edits with structural variations.
• Structural neighborhoods N s based on a structural distance dst contain edits with geometric variations.

Ng

Ns

source shape

The inset shows both neighborhoods with size k = 3 for
a source shape. We set k = 100 in our training sets and
choose ktest = 20 for our test sets to obtain approximately
the same neighborhood radius.
To evaluate the consistency of our conditional shape
delta distributions between different source shapes, we need
ground truth correspondence between edits of different
source shapes. In absence of any suitable benchmark, we
introduce a new synthetic dataset where source shapes and
edits are created procedurally, giving us the correspondence
between edits by construction. The synthetic dataset consists of three shape groups: stools, sofas, and chairs. These
groups are closed with respect to the edits. Inside each group,
all edits have correspondences. Between groups, only some
edits have correspondences. For example, stools have no correspondence for edits that modify the backrest, but do have
correspondences for edits that modify the legs. For details
on the procedural generation, please see the supplementary.
Baselines. We compare our method to StructureNet [25],
a method that learns a latent space of shapes with the same
hierarchical structure as ours∗ , but does not encode edits
explicitly. We represent edits as difference vectors in latent space that we can add to different source shapes (see
supp. material for details). As upper bound for our error
metrics, we additionally compare to a baseline that only
models identity edits and always returns the source shape.
A key advantage of StructEdit over these baselines or any
∗ For fairness, we do not use the relationship edges of StructureNet here.
The supplementary material shows that results with edges are similar.
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ID 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.000
SN 0.886 0.972 0.875 0.911
SE 0.755 0.805 0.798 0.786

1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000
0.656 0.492 0.509 0.553
0.531 0.414 0.434 0.459

Erst

ID 0.946 0.940 0.951 0.945
SN 0.264 0.370 0.388 0.340
SE 0.082 0.151 0.139 0.124

1.107 1.341 1.124 1.191
0.734 1.469 0.915 1.039
0.136 0.246 0.183 0.188

Figure 3. Edit Reconstruction. We compare geometric and structural reconstruction errors for the identity baseline (ID), StructureNet (SN), and StructEdit (SE) on neighborhoods N g and N s .
Visual examples are shown above. Reconstructing deltas rather
than absolute shapes leads to more accurate reconstructions.

hand-crafted edit transfer method is enabling semanticallyvalid translations of structural or geometric edits between
different source shapes.

4.1. Edit Reconstruction
To measure reconstruction performance, we train our
architecture without the variational regularization on the
PartNet dataset, and the evaluation is based on geometric
distances dgeo and structural distances dst :
Er∗ =

1
0
d∗ (Si + ∆Sij , Si + ∆Sij
),
rN

(14)

0
where ∆Sij is the input delta, and ∆Sij
the reconstructed
delta. We normalize the distances by the average distance
rN of a neighbor from the source shape in the given dataset.
Results for both metrics and both neighborhoods are given
in Figure 3. Geometric neighborhoods Ng have large structural variations, but low geometric variations. For geometric
distances, the source shape is therefore already a good approximation of the neighborhood, and the identity baseline
in the table performs close to the other methods. In contrast,
with structural distances we see a much larger spread. For
structural neighborhoods Ns , most of the neighbors share a
similar structure. Here, StructureNet’s reconstruction errors
of the source shape become apparent, showing a structural
error Erst comparable to the identity baseline. StructEdit,
on the other hand, only needs to encode local shape deltas.
We benefit from the large degree of consistency between the
deltas of different source shapes, allowing us to encode local
neighborhoods more accurately. This effects of this benefit
can also be confirmed visually in the upper part of Figure 3.
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Figure 4. Edit Generation. The visual results show generated
deltas applied to source shapes and the table compares the learned
distribution of deltas to the ground truth distribution. An aggregated
quality and coverage error is shown, using both geometric and
structural distances. Our method benefits from the consistency of
delta distributions, giving an improved performance.

4.2. Edit Generation.
0
Next, we compare our learned distribution p(∆Sij
|Si ) to
the ground truth distribution p(∆Sij |Si ) using two measures.
The coverage error Ec measures the average distance from
a ground truth sample to the closest generated sample, while
the quality error Eq measures the average distance from a
generated sample to the closest ground truth sample.

Ec∗ :=

X X
1
0
min
d∗ (Si + ∆Sij
, Sj )
0
∆Sij
rN |S|ktest
Si ∈S Sj ∈Ni

X X
1
0
Eq∗ :=
min d∗ (Si + ∆Sij
, Sj ),
S
∈N
rN |S|N∆
j
i
0
Si ∈S ∆Sij

where the generated shape delta is sampled according to the
0
0
learned distribution ∆Sij
∼ p(∆Sij
|Si ). We use N∆ =
100 samples per source shape, and average over all source
shapes in the test set S. ktest is the neighbor count of each
neighborhood Ni in the test set. We evaluate the quality
and coverage errors with both geometric distances dgeo and
structural distances dst . The coverage and quality metrics
can be combined by adding the two metrics for each source
shape, giving the Chamfer distance between the generated
samples and the ground truth samples of each source shape,
∗
denoted as Eqc
, where ∗ can be geo or st.
Figure 4 compares the results of our method to the baselines. In the table, the identity baseline has low quality
error, but extremely high coverage error, since it approxi-

mates the distribution of deltas for each source shape with
a single sample near the mode of the distribution. StructureNet and StructEdit approximate the distribution more
accurately. Since in StructureNet, we cannot learn neighborhoods explicitly, we sample from Gaussians in latent
space that are centered at the source shape, with sigmas 0.2,
0.5, and 1.0. Larger sigmas improve coverage at the cost
of quality. StructEdit encodes deltas explicitly, allowing us
to learn different types of neighborhoods and to make use
of the similarity between the delta distributions at different
source shapes. This is reflected in a significantly lower error
in nearly all cases. The supplementary provides separate
quality and coverage for each entry.
Figure 4, top, shows examples of multiple edits generated
for several source shapes. Learning an accurate distribution
of shape deltas allows us to expose a wide range of edits
each source shape. Our method can learn different types of
neighborhoods, corresponding different types of edits. We
can see that properties of these neighborhoods are preserved
in our learned distribution: geometric neighborhoods N g
preserve the overall proportions of the source shape and
have a large variety of structures; while the reverse is true
for structural neighborhoods N s . We show interpolations
between edits in the supplementary.

4.3. Edit Transfer
Edit transfer maps a shape delta ∆Sij from a source
shape Si to a different source shape Sk . First, we encode
the shape delta conditioned on the first source shape, and
0
decode it conditioned on the other source shape: ∆Skl
=
d(Sk , e(Si , ∆Sij )). Since the two source shapes generally
have a different geometry and structure, the edit needs to be
adapted to the new source shape by the decoder. The two
edits should perform an analogous operation on both shapes.
Our synthetic dataset provides a ground truth for analogous
shape deltas. Shapes in this dataset are divided into groups
of 96 shapes, and the shape delta ∆Sij between any pair of
shapes (Si , Sj ) in a group has a known analogy in all of the
other groups. When transferring an edit, we measure the
geometric distance dgeo and structural distance dst of the
modified shape from the ground truth analogy.
Et∗ =

1
0
d∗ (Sk + ∆Skl , Sk + ∆Skl
),
rN

(15)

0
where ∆Skl is the ground truth analogy and ∆Skl
the predicted analogy. In case an edit is not transferable, like adding
an armrest to a shape that already has an armrest, we define
an identity edit that leaves the source shape unchanged.
Figure 5 compares the transfer error of our method to
baseline. In absence of ground truth edit correspondence
for PartNet we qualitatively compare edit transfers on PartNet in the top rows. Our transferred edits better mirror the
given edit, both in the properties of the source shape that it

source

N

:
:
:
:
:
:

modified
SN

SE

source modified source

:
:
:
:
:
:

chair sofa

SN SE

:
:
:
:
:
:

modified
SN

SE

generated modifications

Ng
Ng
Ng
Ns

stool c. → s. c. → st. avg.

Identity
1.002 0.938 0.892
Etgeo StructureNet 0.868 0.764 0.721
StructEdit
0.586 0.566 0.599

0.892
0.888
0.572

0.938
1.307
0.698

0.932
0.910
0.604

Identity
0.941 1.328 0.333
StructureNet 0.208 0.161 0.025
StructEdit
0.005 0.001 0.003

0.333
0.671
0.002

1.328
0.871
0.123

0.853
0.387
0.027

Etst

source point cloud

Figure 5. Edit Transfer. We transfer the edit of the source shape in
the top row to analogous edits in the remaining rows, using StructureNet (SN) and StructEdit (SE) on PartNet. The table quantifies
the transfer error between shapes of the same group (columns 1 –
3), or between different groups (columns 4 and 5) of the synthetic
dataset. Our explicit encoding of edits improves transfer quality.

modifies, and in the properties that it preserves. The table
provides quantitative evaluation on the synthetic dataset. We
show both transfers within the same group, and transfers between different groups, where some edits are not applicable
and need to be mapped to identity. Our method benefits from
consistency between deltas and achieves lower error.

4.4. Raw Point Clouds and Images.
Our latent space of shape deltas can be used for several
interesting applications, such as the edit transfers we showed
earlier. Here we demonstrate two additional applications.
First, we explore variations for raw, unlabelled point
clouds. We can transform can transform the point cloud
into our shape representation using an existing method [26],
generate and apply edits, and then apply the changes back to
the point cloud. For details please see the supplementary. Results on several raw point clouds sampled from ShapeNet [7]
meshes are shown in Figure 6.
Second, we create cross-modal analogies, between images and point clouds. The images can be converted to our
shape representation using StructureNet [25]. This allows
us to define an edit from a pair of images, and to transfer
this edit to a point cloud, using the same approach as described previously. Details are given in the supplementary.
Results for several point clouds and image pairs are shown
in Figure 7 on data from the ShapeNet dataset.

Ns
Figure 6. Exploring Point Cloud Variations. Edits for point
clouds can be created by transforming a shape into a point cloud,
applying the edit, and passing the changes back to the point cloud.

source edit

: ::

transferred edit

: ::

:
:

source edit

transferred edit

: ::

:

: ::

:

Figure 7. Cross-Modal Analogies. We can transfer edits between
modalities by transforming different shape modalities to our structured shape representation.

5. Conclusion
We presented a method to encode shape edits, represented
as shape deltas, using a specialized cVAE architecture. We
have shown that encoding shape deltas instead of absolute
shapes has several benefits, like more accurate edit generation and edit transfer, which has important applications in
3D content creation. In the future, we would like to explore
additional neighborhood types, add sparsity constraints to
modify only a sparse set of parts, and encode chains of edits.
While we demonstrated consistency of shape deltas in their
latent space, our method remains restricted to class-specific
transfers. It would be interesting to try to collectively train
across different by closely-related shape classes.
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